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Math practice grade 4 pdf

If you see this message, it means we're having trouble loading external resources onto our website. If you're behind a web filter, make sure that the domains *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org unblocked. You are here: Home → Worksheets → Grade 4 This is a comprehensive collection of free printable mathematical worksheets for grade 4, organized by
subjects such as addition, subtraction, mental mathematics, place value, multiplication, distribution, long distribution, factors, measurement, fractions and decimals. They are randomly generated, printable from your browser and contain the answer key. The worksheets support a fourth grade math program, but go especially well with IXL's 4th grade math
curriculum, and their brand new lessons at the bottom of the page. The worksheets are randomly generated every time you click on the links below. You also get a new one, other just by refreshing the page in your browser (press F5). You print them directly from your browser window, but first check what it looks like in the Print Preview. If the worksheet
doesn't fit the page, adjust the margins, header, and footer in your browser's page setting settings. Another option is to adjust the scale to 95% or 90% in the Print Preview. Some browsers and printers have the Print by Fit option, which automatically scales the worksheet to the printable area. All worksheets come with an answer key placed on the 2nd page
of the file. Mental addition Adding 3-digit numbers, 2 addends Adding 3-digit numbers, 3 addends Adding 3-digit numbers, 4 addends Adding 3-digit numbers, 5 addends Adding 4-digit numbers, 2 addends Adding 5 and 6-digit numbers, 4 addends Adding 4-digit numbers, 5 addends Adding 5 and 6-digit numbers , 2 addends Adding 5 and 6-digit numbers, 3
addends Adding 5- and 6-digit numbers, 4 addends Build a four-digit number out of the parts (print in lying) Find the missing place value of a 4-digit number (print in lying down) Build a 5-digit number out of parts (print in lying) Find the missing place value of a 5-digit number Build a 6-digit number Out find the missing place value of a 5-digit number Share. ,
within 1,000 rounds to the nearest hundred, within 10,000 Round to nearest thousand, within 10,000 Round to the nearest ten thousand, within 1,000,000 Mixed rounding problems 1 - round to the nearest 10 or 100 Mixed rounding problems 2 - round to the nearest 10, 100, or 1000 Mixed rounding problems 3 - as above, but rounding the underlined figure
Mixed rounding problems 4 - round to nearest 10, 100, 1000, or 10,000 within 1,000,000 Mixed rounding problems 5 - around to any place value within 1,000,000 These are completely optional because Roman numerals are not included in the Common Core standards. Mental multiplication Multiplication Tables 2-10, Random Facts Multiplication Tables 2-12,
Random Facts Multiplication Tables 2-10, Missing Factor Multiplication Tables 2-12, 2-12, factor Multiply a single-digit number by whole tens Multiply a single-digit number by very hundreds Multiply a single-digit number by whole tens or whole hundreds multiply single-digit numbers, whole tens, or whole hundreds by the same as above, but missing factor
The same as above, but also including whole thousands like above, missing factor Multiply in parts 1: single-digit number by a 2-digit number Multiply in parts 2 : single-digit number with a number near a whole hundred Multiply in Part 3: single-digit number with a 3-digit number Order of operations: add, subtract, multiplication and brackets — three operations
Order of operations: add, subtract, multiply and brackets - four operations Multiply in columns 2-digit by 1-digit 3-digit by 1-digit 4-digit by 1-digit 2-digit by 2-digit Mental division Division facts practice (tables 1-10) Division facts practice (tables 1-12) Missing dividend or divisor (basic dividend (basic division Division facts practice (tables 1-10) Division facts
practice (tables 1-12) Missing dividend or divisor (basic division Division facts practice (tables 1-10) Division facts practice (tables 1-12) Missing dividend or divisor (basic division Division facts practice (tables 1-10) Division facts practice (tables 1-12) Missing dividend or divisor (basic operating exercise (basic dividend facts) Parts by 10 or 100 Parts by whole
tens or hundreds Parts whole tens and whole hundreds by 1-digit numbers mental division with rest within 1-100 , based on facts Division with rest within 1-100 Division with rest, divise a whole ten Division with rest, deseed a whole hundred Order of operations: add, subtract, multiply, divide, and bracket - and parentheses : add, subtract, multiply, divide and
brackets - four operations Order of operations: add, subtract, multiply, divide, and brackets - five operations Long division facts practice (using the long division symbol) Long division , 2-digit dividends, 1-digit dealer, exact division Long division, 2-digit dividends, 1-digit dealer, remnants possible Long division, 3-digit dividends, 1-digit desevervisor, exact
division Long division Long division Long division , 3-digit dividends, 1-digit dealer, remnants possible Long division, 4-digit dividends, 1-digit division, exact division Long division, 4-digit dividends, 1-digit divider, remnants possible Factors Measurement units Units Measurement units , and are optional. Convert between millimeters &amp; centimeters (e.g. 34
mm = ___ cm ____ mm) Convert between centimeters &amp; meters 2 m 65 cm = _____ cm) Mixed practice of the two above (millimeters, centimeters and meters) Convert between meters and kilometers (e.g. 2,584 m = ____ km _____ m) Mixed practice of the above (mm, cm, m and km) Convert between milliliters and litres (e.g. 2,584 ml = ____ L ____
ml) Convert between grams and kilograms (e.g. 2,584 ml = ____ L ____ ml) Convert between grams and kilograms (e.g. 2,584 ml = ____ L ____ ml) Convert between grams and kilograms (e.g. 2,584 ml = ____ L ____ ml) Convert between grams and kilograms (e.g. 2,584 ml = ____ L ____ ml) Convert between grams and kilograms (e.g. 2,584 ml = ____ L
____ ml) Convert between grams and kilograms (e.g. 2,584 ml = ____ L ____ ml) Convert between grams and kilograms ( for example, 5 kg 600 g = ________g) Mixed practice of the two above: ml &amp; l and g &amp; kg All the metric units mentioned above - mixed practice Convert between inches and feet (e.g. 35 inches in. = ___ ft ___ in.) Convert
whole miles &amp; feet or yards Convert between ounces &amp; pounds (e.g. 62 oz = ___ lb ___ oz) Convert between cups, pints, quarts and gallons All the usual units mentioned above - - practice Groups group addition Group subtract fractions by mixed numbers or vv. Fractions compare Equivalent fractions Decimal addition decimal subtraction If you
want to have more control over options such as the number of problems or font size or distance of problems, or range of numbers, click these links to use the worksheet generators themselves: The complete K-5 Math Learning Program built for Your ChildBoost Confidence. Increase the scores. Get Ahead.Boost confidence. Increase Scores.Get
Ahead.Parents, Sign up for FreeTeachers, Sign up for free If you sign in, we can remember what skills you've been through. Every question is a chance to learn. Take your time, use a pencil and paper to help. Try to pass on 2 skills a day, and it's good to try earlier years. Important: you also need other skills, contact your local education authority to find out
their needs. Copyright © 2017 Mathopolis.com Go to lessons IXL offers hundreds of fourth-grade maths skills to explore and learn! Not sure where to start? Go to your personalized wall recommendations and choose a skill that looks interesting! IXL offers hundreds of fourth-grade math skills to explore and learn! Not sure where to start? Go to your
personalized wall recommendations and choose a skill that looks interesting! F. Mixed operations 1 1 1 Add, subtract, multiply and divide 2 Equation word problems: addition or multiplication? 4 Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and distribution word problems 5 Estimate sums, differences, products, and quotients: word problems 6 Word problems with
additional or missing information 7 Resolve word problems using guess-and-check 8 Multi-step word problems involving subtraction 9 Multi-step word problems with strip diagrams 10 Use strip diagrams to represent and solve multi-step word problems 11 12 Multi-step word problems involving remnants 13 Multi-step-word problems : Identify reasonable
answers 14 Choose numbers with a certain sum, difference, product or quotient 15 Add and subtract mentally ending in zeros 16 Write numerical expressions: one edit 17 Perform multiple edits with whole numbers These lessons help you refresh important mathematical subjects and prepare you to dive into skill practice! Geometry Measurement Time Money
Charts Line Plots with numbers up to 40 Make line plots add number properties counting number of patterns multiplying divisional mixed equations Estimate Subtraction Fractions Decimals Comparison Algebra Math Madness: Multiplication FactsMath Madness: Multiplication FactsDo you want to learn about what multiplication facts your students have
mastered? Students will be their mathematician apply it while completing this problem set. Before you say go, offer encouragement as they embrace this challenge! Challenge! Challenge!
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